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Vet Recommended - Bitter Spray For Dogs - Anti Chew Dog Repellent Spray

Dog Training Tool to Stop Biting - Alcohol Free, Non-Toxic & Safe Chewing Deterrent. Use on Allergy

Treatment (8oz/240ml)

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.STOP THE BITING: Works better than bitter apple spray for dogs &

stops pets from licking, chewing fur, bandages & wounds; also with a bitter tart lemon formula. The dog bitter spray is 100% non-toxic.BITTER APPLE SPRAY

CHEW SPRAY: Works on dogs, cats, rabbits, ferrets and is the perfect deterrent for bad chewing habits. Simply shake and spray directly onto topical skin. For

external use only.USE ON TOPICAL SKIN AND OTHER ITEMS: Use the Vet Recommended anti chew spray on their skin, but also household items such as

electrical cords, sneakers, plants, timber, plastic etc.CONTAINS NO HARMFUL ALCOHOL: Vet Recommended Bitter Spray contains deionized water, isopropanol

20% bitter agents and extracts. 100% Money Back Guarantee. Don't like it, simply get your money back.OUR SAFE COMMITMENT: Our packaging is made with

recycled materials and eco-friendly. Safe for your pet, but also minimal environmental impact on our planet. We do not promote testing on animals.Product

DescriptionGSDsite.comAre you trying to get your furry friend to stop licking, gnawing and chewing itself?Have you tried another bitter apple spray, but with little

success?Vet Recommended is committed to providing the premium quality products for your special member of the family, and our dog anti chew spray is no

different. Works better than the bitter apple spray for dogs and you can use for topical skin treatment and also other household items were your pet is chewing.Vet

Recommended Bitter Spray can be used on dogs, cats, ferrets and rabbits.You are fully protected by our 100% No Guilt Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee.All the

products we manufacture are of the highest quality and are derived from natural sources. We are eco-friendly and our packaging is recyclable, animal friendly and

does not promote testing on animals.Vet Recommended only wants your pet to be the happiest on the block. You and your dog are covered by our full and complete,

no guilt, no questions money back guarantee. Your pets are safe because we love your pet as much as you do.
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